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Emp No: 123

In our assessment, the evaluation of Maria Simpson as assessed on 7 August 2017, should be graded
as review with manager under the Sample Probation criteria.

Evaluation Results:

1. do not employ
2. extend probation
3. review with manager
4. confirm employment

This assessment has been reached on the basis that:

1. The training measures include:

During their probation period, the employee has not completed any of the required inductions.

This includes the mandatory emergency exit training

The employee meets the minimum required certifications for the full time position, i.e. Trade Tickets or
Degrees.

The employee is CPR certified, and has basic knowledge of the available facilities.

The employee expresses a want to continue his professional development, but makes no firm commitment
and no grasp of the path they wish to pursue.

2. The workplace integration measures include:

The employee has shown only a basic grasp of the tasks and duties required of them once they assume
the full-time position.

more effort is required here prior to confirmation of employment
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Feedback with staff members working with the employee is consistently positive, with almost no negative
comments.

The employee has proven their ability to handle their given workload and deadlines, and can easily be
expected to handle their projected full-time workload.

3. The company values measures include:

The employee is generally punctual, and has had very little time off during his probation period.

The employee is happy to do the absolute bare minimum to complete his job, however work is always
completed when requested.

For your action.

Mark Shaw
CEO
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